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ABSTRACT

Bengkulu is a province of Indonesia, which is directly adjacent to the Indian Ocean. Of 126,217 tones of fishery products of Bengkulu only approximately 19.14% has been utilized. Besides, low infrastructure and facilities for fishing make the most fishing activity is conducted in coastal areas which then led to over fishing, whereas in the territorial sea and EEZ occur illegal fishing by foreign fishing vessels. In addition, many fishermen turn into a coal waste collector since the decreasing number of fish each day. Lack of capital and human resources are two major constraints for this. If this continues hapend, fishing community will not sustain. As a matter of fact, international cooperation between Bengkulu government with foreign parties can be a solution which legally possible to conduct. Furthermore, in ASEAN Economy Community (AEC) Indonesia has noted that one of the main commodities for intra-ASEAN are fish and fisheries. AEC will make the role of government will fade and be taken over by district government. International cooperation of Bengkulu Government will issue agreements that will it. This study examines what legal basis of Bengkulu Government to conduct such cooperation? With whom it can be conduct? How does the mechanism? Have there been any such cooperation in Bengkulu and whether the existing cooperation follow the mechanisms? This study used normative juridical method with literature searches and statute approaches. Interview with officials from the Ministry of Marine and Fisheries is conducted as a complement. The results showed that in the field of fisheries, there hasn’t been any international cooperation. However there are plans with Korean investors to conduct research on sea cucumber aquaculture and the development of Pulau Baai Harbour, means, Bengkulu Government have to be very careful so that the results of such cooperation will benefit mostly the fishing community and the fisheries sustainability preserves.
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Introduction

Sea, as 2/3 of the world’s territory surrounds the most countries all over the world. Only a few states which do not have sea territory and they are referred as land lock countries there are also states having sea yet are categorized as geographically disadvantage state because resources from the sea is not sufficient to fulfill domestic necessity. Lack of capital, facilities and infrastructure of fishermen in Bengkulu Province caused the utilization of sea resource is still very low. Fishing is conducted by less than 5 GT fishing fleet with relatively simple gear and small in quantity. These make fishermen cannot exploit the resource optimally because they can fish for 4 miles as the farthest distance. This emerges over fishing within the coastal area while since the facilities and infrastructure to control the sea is very limited, this condition raises illegal fishing activities by foreign fishing fleet.

Fisheries potential in Bengkulu Province is generally large enough especially sea fisheries. Data from Marine Affairs and Fisheries Department, Bengkulu Province known total production of marine areas in the first trimester of 2014 was 471071 kg with the results of 5.346289 billion rupiahs. Noticing such a very qualified resource, there are foreigner parties come and want to collaborate with Bengkulu Province government. Innovare Development Consulting Company that will invest in Bengkulu is now conducting research and development on sea cucumbers and if it succeeds then the company will invites foreign investor to buy sea cucumbers from Bengkulu. The company has been doing on the research for two years and the result is very prospective. Holothuria scaba, cucuema cottonil, Scylla Serrata, Baramundi, Cobia are kinds of sea cucumbers they want to breed. Furthermore, CV. Lautan Mas, owned by an investor from China wants to export Beledang fish directly from Bengkulu because the productions reach 30 to 40 tones everyday. While before this company bought the fish from Jakarta and there were not fresh fish and it made their consumers complain. Therefore this company wants to incase the fish directly from Bengkulu.
On one hand, the potential of this fishery can provide material benefits for district governments and businessmen, while on the other hand if it is not managed properly and responsibly then it will lead to unsustainable fisheries where certain fish species decrease or even disappear. In other words, it is not impossible for fish as biological resources that is renewable if exploited without conservation then they will extinct. For instance, a few years ago production of sea cucumbers in Bengkulu, particularly in Kaur district was very large in number. Sea cucumbers could be consumed by people around. But now Sea cucumbers are already very scarce. Not only sea cucumbers, certain types of fish like Napoleon, Turtle, Dugong, Super Red Arowana, Sea Horse, Amyda cartilaginea, Jardini Arowana, Coral, Sharks, whales, eels, Kima, Terubuk, Lola, has been designated as a threatened species of fish extinct, endangered, endemic and protected until the 2014’s. This already shows symptoms that unsustainability has started.

The next few years the ASEAN Economic Community (AEC) in which socio-cultural economic relations will be established directly between areas with foreign parties is inevitable. Indonesia has decided that one of primary commodity for intra-ASEAN is fish and fisheries. By 2015, when the AEC is opened, ASEAN will become a single market and a single production-based in which occurs the flow of goods, services, investment and skilled labor, as well as capital more freely in ASEAN countries. This era will open opportunities for Bengkulu Province to increase its market share in ASEAN region. Noticed the district autonomy which naturally shaping local government can independently develop the district, while the resource and ability of one district to another is not similar as we can see this from the original income. One of efforts to increase the original income and society welfare is by collaborating with foreign party. Government international cooperation will bring a legally binding agreement for Bengkulu Province Government and its partner. For that reason, every single cooperation needs to be analyzed in order not to disadvantages Bengkulu Government, particularly Bengkuluans. Domestic condition will influence mutual cooperation. Unready in fisheries cooperation will result in losses that will affect economic growth and welfare of the community, especially the fishing community. The readiness can be seen from information and data, maritime boundaries, the strength of legal protection, law enforcement and diplomacy skills.

This study is aimed to examine about the legal base for Government of Bengkulu in conducting international cooperation in the field of fisheries and how mechanism is carried out. This study is very urgent and closely associated with the University of Bengkulu RIP maritime economy sustainable development and the rule of law. The result Discussion of the results of this study are expected to give birth next research ideas and provide information for decision-makers in the province of Bengkulu related to cooperation in the field of fisheries to be conducted with foreign parties.

Method

This is a normative juridical study that aimed to find out the principles in governing law; laws which have correlation with international cooperation by district government. Main legal source materials used is legislation. interview will be conducted with informant from formal legal officers (whose duties and functions related to international cooperation in the field of fisheries). Required legal material were collected by literature studies both written and unwritten laws of primary and secondary legal materials. The legal materials then analyzed by using interpretation to answer the problems.

Result And Discussion

1. District Government
   a. Definition
      According to Act No. 32 Year 2004, District government is the implementation of government affairs by the local government and parliament according to the autonomy and assistance principles at the widest breath and principles of the Unitary State of the Republic of Indonesia as defined in the Constitution of the Republic of Indonesia Year 1945. The local government includes Governor, Regent, or Mayor, and the region as an element of the regional administration. District government of Bengkulu Province within this study is Governor and District Parliament. In this matter, Bengkulu government runs the autonomy to organize and manage government affairs based on autonomy principle and co-administration.
   b. Function of District Government
      Based on Act No. 32 year 2004, function of district government is to organise and manage government affairs based on autonomy and co-administration. These are aimed to increase social welfare, public service and district competitive. In conducting this task the district government has a relation to the government which includes authority, finance, public services, the utilization of natural resources, and other resources.
   c. District Government Affairs
      The government and district government affairs are below:
      1. Government affairs consists of affairs which wholly into government and affairs which are shared between different levels and/or the composition of government.
      2. Affairs which wholly into government as stated in paragraph 1 includes foreign politic, defence, security, justicial, moneter and national fiscal and religion.
      3. Affairs which are shared together between level and/or government order as stated in paragraph 2 is all affairs which are included in it. It consists of 31 (thirty one) fields one of which is marine and fisheries. This affair is referred as the choice matters which actually have the potential to improve the welfare of the community in accordance with the conditions, peculiarities, and the potential in the regions concerned.
      Related to this research, having notices the large potential to fishery in Bengkulu province, the Provincial Government of Bengkulu can develop this field to improve the welfare of the people of Bengkulu, particularly the fishing community.
2. International Cooperation

a. Definition

Literally, cooperation is defined as any activity or business which is done by some people (institutions, government, etc.) to achieve a common goal.\textsuperscript{xii}

International cooperation is a form of relationship that is made by a country with other countries that aim to meet the needs of the people and for the interests of the countries in the world. International cooperation, including cooperation in the political, social, defense and security, culture, and economy, based on the foreign policy respectively.

In Black’s Law Dictionary, international cooperation defined as the voluntary coordinated action of two or more countries occurring under a legal regime and serving a specific objective.\textsuperscript{xii}

Another definition of international cooperation is a group of actions and/or resources exchanged between actors from different countries, voluntarily and according to their own interests and strategies.\textsuperscript{xiii}

In regulation of Ministry of Domestic Affairs (Permendagri) No.30/2008, cooperation means a series of activities which occurs due to formal relation between district government and foreign party to obtain a particular purpose in organizing district governance.

Mochtar Kusumaatmadja stated that relation and cooperation among states appear as the uneven distribution of natural resources and industrial development around the world resulting in interdependence between nations and different countries. Because of this relationship and cooperation occurs continuously, it is essential to maintain and organize them so they can be useful in growing sense of friendship and mutual understanding among the peoples of the world.

From the definitions of international cooperation it is known the elements of cooperation are:

a. Activity
b. Formal relation
c. Mutual purpose

In this study, cooperation between district government and foreign party and international cooperation of district government has the same meaning. Because both of them have same elements; cooperation, district government and involve international party. Therefore the two terminologies are deemed to be the same.

b. Important role of International Cooperation in the field of fisheries in Bengkulu Province

1) Fisheries Potential in Bengkulu

Sea area of Bengkulu Province is 12.335.20 km² and the coast line is 525 km. The sustainable potential is estimates around 126.217 ton. The table below describe data on fisheries potential in Bengkulu.\textsuperscript{xiv}

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Activity</th>
<th>Wide Potential</th>
<th>Sustainable production ton/year</th>
<th>Utilization (ton)</th>
<th>Utilization (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fisheries</td>
<td>0-200 mile</td>
<td>126.217</td>
<td>24.168,6</td>
<td>19,14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Common Fisheries</td>
<td>36.330 Ha</td>
<td>18.815</td>
<td>3.727,2</td>
<td>20,54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pond</td>
<td>25.000 Ha</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>702,9</td>
<td>0,70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pool</td>
<td>12.500 Ha</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>2.882,7</td>
<td>24,02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Field</td>
<td>16.197 ha</td>
<td>2.117,9</td>
<td>2.117,5</td>
<td>13,07</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The table shows the amount of fisheries production which has not been exploited is approximately 80 (eighty) percent. As a province that has the sea with tremendous potential, it should be able to deliver Bengkulu fisheries development towards improving the welfare of the people of Bengkulu (especially fishermen). This is possible due to Act No. 32 Year 2004 on District Government and Act No. 31 Year 2004 on Fisheries give authority to local governments to manage and utilize the resources of the sea and fisheries, yet with a legal obligation to ensure the marine biological resources in the province are protected from overexploitation but still can be optimally utilized, this is in line with the obligations of coastal states in the UNCLOS in 1982.\textsuperscript{xv}

2) Obstacles in the field of Fisheries\textsuperscript{xvi}

In the strategic plan of DKP Provinsi Bengkulu for 2011-2015 there are strategic issues caused low utilization of fisheries potential in Bengkulu Province, which are:

a. Over fishing caused by the high rate catch in coastal areas and the use of trawl as a gear that ignore sustainability of fisheries resources. On the other hand, the rampant illegal fishing by vessels outside. This happens due to lack of infrastructure monitoring.

b. Damage of the environment, because the used of prohibited fishing gear.

c. Poverty of fishermen because low educational level which caused by inability to pay her children's school.

d. The low productivity of fishermen and fish farmers. This is due to unfavorable weather and also the infrastructure that is used (such as fishing vessels, fishing gear) is still traditional.

e. Inadequate infrastructure and facilities of Department of Marine Affairs and Fisheries of Bengkulu.
The result of a research in 2013 shows, even though Bengkulu is rich for fish resource but the economic of fisherman is still under standard and one causal factor is middlemen when they sell the fish. Due to difficulties they face many of them turned their livelihood. Therefore, the important role of international cooperation in the field of fisheries can bring benefit in developing the economic both for government particularly Bengkulu fishermen and for the party to whom government have the cooperation with. By cooperating they can exchange their experience and lesson in how to promote a sustainable fisheries, as well as fisheries product. The cooperation enable district government to invite private abroad to invest in the field of fisheries in Bengkulu province which of course referred to blue economy concept. 

Administratively, the district is in charge of the functioning of the rule and creation of public welfare and progress of the district. Therefore, cooperation that is carried out by the local government must have a strong legal basis and must be understood in order to know the impact to the district.

3. Sustainable Fisheries

a. Fisheries

Fish is defined as every organism which a part or all of its life cycle is in a water. Fisheries is every activity which is related to management and utilization of fish resources and its environment ranging from preproduction, production, processing to marketing, which is implemented in a fishing business systems.

b. Fisheries Sustainability

When Brundt firstly poured his thought known as Brundant Report in 1987 stating that States should ensure the development and use of their natural resources meets the needs of the present without compromising the ability of the future generations to meet their own needs, that’s when the term of “sustainable” began to use. Sustainable fisheries means all activities associated with the management and utilization of fish resources and the environment ranging from preproduction, production, processing to marketing, which is implemented in a fishing business system geared to meet the needs of current generations without compromising future generations to meet needs (fisheries) them. Having aware the fact that fisheries are a common property natural resource; anyone can, in principle, fish in the sea. Anyone can enter a particular fishery. If the quantity of fish being caught together with fish lost through natural mortality exceeds the amount of fish being added to the stock through reproduction, then the size of the stock will start to decrease. This phenomenon is known as over-fishing. To prevent it is usually necessary to regulate the amount of fish to be caught.

Fisheries sustainability began with conservation paradigm by biology scientists. In this paradigm fisheries sustainability is defined as long term conservation. It means that fisheries activity will be “sustain” if it is able to protect fishery resource from extinction. This concept gave a little attention to human purpose in conducting fishery activity. In 1950s, rationalism paradigm which focused on fishery sustainability that rational from economic point of view and based the argumentation on a concept the achievement of maximum profitability for resource owner appeared. Unfortunately, this concept was challenged by Charles who proposed community paradigm in 2001. He argued that fishery sustainability will be achieved through community approach, which means main concern should be addressed to fishery community sustainability as a community system. Traditional fisheries concepts which proved to be of self control against the catch, appropriate use of technology, high levels of collectivity among fishing communities and traditional knowledge which reflects the resilience of fisheries. Thus, fishery sustainability not solely for the sake of the preservation of the fish itself or for economic benefit (as rents) but more than that to the sustainability of fisheries communities (sustainable community) which is supported by institutional sustainability including the quality of sustainability of regulation devices, policies and organization promoting the achievement of ecology, economic and fishery community sustain.

4. Legal Based International Cooperation of District Government in the field of Fisheries

A. International Treaty

1. Definition

Article 2 paragraph (1) a Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties 1969 provides that a treaty means an international agreement concluded between States in written form and governed by international law, whether embodied in a single instrument or in two or more related instruments and whatever its particular designation. Furthermore, Article 26 of the Convention states that each of the applicable agreements bind states parties and must be performed in good faith. This principle is the fundamental basis of contract law and universally recognized and which are part of the common law principles (general principles of law).

In addition, Article 2 paragraph (1) of the Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties between States and International Organization 1986 defines a treaty as an international agreement governed by international law and formulated in the form of a written between (a) the or more states and one or more international organizations, or (b) fellow international organizations, either in the form of the instrument of approval or more interrelated and regardless of whatever name. 

From the definition, then the elements of an agreement is the agreement, subject HI, written form, a particular object, subject to or governed by international law.

2. International Treaty Making Process

Mauna Boer argues that the characteristics of an international agreement is that the agreement made by the subject of international law, the making process is governed by international law and it causes a legal effect to the parties concerned. Therefore an international treaty can be legal instrument which holds the will and consent of state or other subjects of international law to achieve a common goal. The making process of the agreement can be done in a way that the party will. There is no particular form or procedure. How a treaty formulated and by whom the agreement is signed will depend on the purpose of the agreement of the countries concerned.

The next process is adoption of the text which then followed by authentication of the text. After that, a state have to express its agreement to be bound to a treaty which provided in article 11 Vienna Convention on Treaties.
‘The consent of a State to be bound by a treaty may be expressed by signature, exchange of instruments constituting a treaty, ratification, acceptance, approval or accession, or by any other means if so agreed.’

The agreement statement of a state to be bound to a treaty by its representative signing can be determined within the treaty or the states party can agreed that the signature is a statement to be bound to the treaty.

Article 18 provides that a State is obliged to refrain from acts which would defeat the object and purpose of a treaty when it has signed the treaty or has exchanged instruments constituting the treaty subject to ratification, acceptance or approval, until it shall have made its intention clear not to become a party to the treaty; or it has expressed its consent to be bound by the treaty, pending the entry into force of the treaty and provided that such entry into force is not unduly delayed.

3. Act No. 37 Year 1999 on Foreign Relation

According to article 1 paragraph, foreign relation is defines as every activity that related to regional and international aspect which is conducted by central and district government or its body, state body, business entities, political organizations, community organizations, non-governmental organizations, or citizens.

In the Act of Foreign Relation it is stated that there is a role of district government to do foreign relationship. This is one of consequences of principle that foreign relation is the government affairs and does not belong to district government affairs. The Act of District Government only regulates about internal mechanism on the need of opinion and consideration District Council to District Government to the cooperation plan in the district and district government agreement.

4. Act No. 24 Year 2000 on International Treaty

Article 5 paragraph (1) State institutions and government agencies, both departmental and non-departmental, national and local level, which has plans to make international agreements, prior consultation and coordination of the plan with the Minister.

Both acts give a strong legal base to the organizing of foreign relationship, foreign political and international treaty making. These instruments. Both of these legal instruments mark the opening of a new paradigm for Indonesia in conducting foreign relations to meet the demands of this fast-moving times. With the new paradigm is, of course, change the understanding that as long as there is that foreign relations is a state monopoly (state actors). For example, the Law on District Government (District Autonomy Act) gives the possibility to hold a Regional relations and cooperation with foreign parties.

5. Act No. 32 Year 2004 on District Government (herein after referred to as Distric Government Act)

A. Article 10 provides that District government in organizing the Government holds government affairs under its authority, except for governmental affairs by this Act defined the affairs of government.

B. In organizing government affairs under the authority referred to in paragraph (1), district governments holds broad autonomy to organize and manage their own affairs based on the principles of autonomy and assistance.

C. Government affairs are a matter for the Government as referred to in paragraph (1) include: foreign policy; defense; security; judicial; monetary and national fiscal and religion.

D. In conducting the affairs of government as described in paragraph (3), the Government organized itself or delegate part of government affairs for the Government or a Government representative in the area or can be assigned to the local government and / or village government.

E. Article 42 paragraph (1) Parliament has the duty and the authority to consent to the plan of international cooperation undertaken by local governments.

6. Chapter 3, Article 23 Foreign Ministry Regulation of Republic of Indonesia No.09/A/KP/XII/2006/01 General Guidelines on Procedures for Foreign Relations and Cooperation by District Governments (herein after referred as to Foreign Ministry Regulation) and Ministry of Home Affairs No.3 Year 2008 on Implementation of the District Government Cooperation With Foreign Parties (herein after referred as to Ministry of Home Affairs Regulation) also state the same thing that foreign relation and cooperation can be conducted on the initiative of, one of which is District Government.

7. Act No. 31 Year 2004 on Fisheries provides that for the necessity of international cooperation is able to publish regularly things related to steps of conservation and management of fish resource.

5. Mechanism of International Cooperation in the Field of Fisheries

As for the kind of international cooperation that is set in the Fisheries Act are the research and development of fisheries and education, training and extension counseling fisheries. These are aimed to produce the required knowledge and technology in the development of fishing effort to be more effective, efficient, economical, highly competitive, and environmentally friendly, the Government set up, encourage, and / or conducting research and development of fisheries.

A. Research and Development

This research can be carried out by individuals, universities, nongovernmental organizations, and / or research and development institutions and government-owned or private.

As for government R & D institutions consist of:

1. Institute of Fisheries Research and Development Department
2. non-departmental Research and Development institutions
3. Research and Development institutions of District Government
4. Research and Development institutions of State Owned Enterprises
5. Research and Development institution of District Institution

Further described in the Fisheries Research and Development that for Research and Development institutions of district government preferred to applied research and experimental development of fisheries fisheries. In carrying out the research and development of fisheries, such parties can cooperate with implementing research and development, business fishing, fishing associations, and / or agencies of foreign-owned research and development. Fisheries Research and Development Cooperation includes providing expertise, technical assistance and development, providing funding and R & D facilities, education and training and other activities that can accelerate the development of fisheries. Requirements for foreigners can conduct research in the area of fisheries management fisheries of Republic of Indonesia:

1. Have to first obtain permission from the government, in this case is the minister who held government affairs in the field of research, development and application of science and technology.
2. Granting permission shall first obtain the technical considerations of the minister with regard:
   a. The principle benefit
   b. International obligations related to the field of fisheries
   c. Synchronization between the benefit of science and technology with the strategic plan of the development of fisheries
   d. Technical feasibility standards and principles of science and technology applicable
   e. Mutual equality
   f. Not harm the national interest
   g. Not conflict with governing laws
   h. Solely for peaceful purposes.

3. Researchers must include Indonesian research.
4. Must submit their research results to the Government.
5. In addition, organizers fisheries R & D and / or researchers are obliged to respect the culture and customs prevailing in the local area and preservation of fish resources and the environment.
6. Prior to Fisheries Research, Fisheries Research and Development Operator must report his arrival in the territory of Fisheries Research and Development to local officials.
7. Having conducted research studies are open to all parties, except for certain research results declared by the Government not to be published. The results of the study can be data fisheries, fishery information, products and technologies fisheries fisheries biology. The results of the study can be either side biota, certain water and fishery products. The results of the experimental fishery development activities may include industrial products, fisheries policy recommendations and product engineering.
8. The results of the study shall be reported to the minister and the minister who held government affairs in the field of research, development and application of science and technology.

Administrative sanctions for researcher who does not meet the requirements:

a. written warning
b. Temporary suspension of permits Fisheries Research and Development
c. Revocation of license
d. Fines.

B. Education, Training and Counseling of Fisheries

Education, training and counseling of fisheries. This is regulated in Article 57 through Article 59 of Fisheries Act. The government can cooperate with relevant institutions both nationally and internationally in education, training and counseling fisheries. Furthermore, it is regulated in Government Regulation No.62 Year 2014 on the Implementation of Fisheries Education Training and Counseling.

For education, Unit fishery secondary education and higher education units fishery may cooperate with other educational units, business, industry, or any other party, both at the national, regional and international level. Cooperative education unit aims to accredited, qualification of teachers, and / or the formation of professional associations. Cooperative education unit referred to in subsection (1) may take the form of academic cooperation and / or collaboration non academic. Cooperation mechanism education units arranged in accordance with the provisions of the legislation.

For Cooperation Fisheries Training conducted by the Government, Local Government, business or industry, and the Fisheries Training unit at the national, regional, or international. Fisheries Training International cooperation shall be conducted within the framework of pilot training institutes of international fisheries. The Cooperation aims to improve the synergy implementation of human resource development programs fishery.

For Fisheries Counseling, Government and District Government in carrying out counseling work closely with the relevant agencies, both at the national, regional, or international. Government and Local Government to encourage and facilitate
cooperation Key Actors and business communities to implement education and encourage the implementation of fisheries extension formation of functional positions with the relevant institutions. From the description it can be seen that all the rules are there to be seen systematically in making an international cooperation for the purpose of all these rules is to realize the creation of an international collaboration that is safe and beneficial for the region as well as maintaining the sustainability of fisheries. If this is true, not only the local economy will increase, the level of economy of fishing communities and other areas will also increase.

Conclusion

1. Legal base of District Government in conducting international cooperation in the field of fisheries can be found in Acts and Ministries Regulation. The whole acts have to be seen as a whole because all of them is aimed to perform fisheries sustainability.

2. Kind of international cooperation that is set in the Fisheries Act are the research and development of fisheries and education, training and extension counseling fisheries. And they have their own mechanism. So, even if District Government has its autonomy, still the mechanism in implementing the cooperation should be coordinated with the Government and subject to the Act.
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